
Wood Characteristics Reference

Alder

Color: Heartwood is pink to red, sapwood is yellowish white.

Natural Characteristics: Softer wood, subtle grain does not have great width or length, fairly 
uniform in color.

Our Spec: Color and grain matched center panel.

Alder, Knotty

Color: Heartwood is pink to red, sapwood is yellowish white.

Natural Characteristics: Softer wood, subtle grain does not have great width or length, knots, 
cracks and mineral.

Our Spec: All sound knots allowable.

Within the knot itself, voids cannot go all the way through the product.

No color or grain matching. No large open cracks; small cracks allowable near knots.

Backside of product may be filled with epoxy to fill void.

Unlimited mineral sap allowed. 

Ash

Color: Heartwood is light to medium brown and can have some darker brown streaks.

Natural Characteristics: Very wide open pronounced grain, occasional dark brown streaks.

Our Spec: Color and grain matched center panel, subtle variation from heartwood to 
sapwood light brown to creamy white can be expected.

Sapwood is yellowish white to tan in color.
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Wood Characteristics Reference

German Beech

Color: Pale cream to pinkish brown tone.

Natural Characteristics: Straight grained, knots are typically small and tight.

Our Spec: Color and grain matched.

Birch, Red

Color: All heartwood; reddish brown.

Natural Characteristics: Straight grained, occasionally wavy grain, uniform color with 
occasional curl. 

Our Spec: Color and grain matched center panels, consistent reddish brown color that shows 
fairly straight grain.

Birch, Sap, Yellow

Color: Mullet Cabinet uses Sap Yellow Birch. Crisp white to yellowish tint in sapwood. 
Heartwood is minimal but will range from light reddish brown to pink.

Natural Characteristics: Uniform grain, small pin knots and shiny burl. Birch has a tendency 
to have splotchy areas during finishing process. 

Our Spec: Color and grain matched center panel, small pin knots are acceptable with in the 
face.
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Wood Characteristics Reference

Cherry

Color: Heartwood color ranges from pink to dark reddish brown. Sapwood ranges from 
white to yellowish white.

Natural Characteristics: Sap, mineral, pitch pockets, thin dark gum streaks, small pin knots.

Our Spec: Color and grain matched center panel, no sap in the face, try to minimize pitch 
pockets and gum streaks but they are natural characteristics. Occasional small pin knots 
acceptable as well as sap and mineral with in profiles.

Select may still have some pitch pockets and gum. 

Cherry, Knotty

Color: No color and grain match, heartwood color ranges from pink to dark reddish brown. 
Sapwood ranges from white to yellowish white. Will also contain knots and cracks.

Natural Characteristics: Sap, mineral, pitch pockets, thin dark gum streaks, knots, cracks. 

Our Spec: All sound knots allowable 

Within the knot itself, voids cannot go all the way through the product.

No color or grain matching.

No large open cracks; small cracks allowable near knots.

Backside of product may be filled with epoxy to fill void.

Unlimited mineral sap allowed.

Cherry, Sap

Color: Heavy sapwood throughout ranging from white to yellowish white, will have some 
heartwood that is pink to dark reddish brown. No color spec or limit on mineral. 

Natural Characteristics: Heavy sap & mineral, pitch pockets, thin dark gum streaks, small 
pin knots. 

Our Spec: No color or grain match, color is not a defect and there are no limitations on the 
amount of sap and mineral. 
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Cherry, Rustic

Elm

Color: Yellowish white sapwood, heartwood is light to medium brown.

Color: No color and grain match, heartwood color ranges from pink to dark reddish brown. 
Sapwood ranges from white to yellowish white. Will also contain knots and cracks, some may 
not be sound and have voids within the defects.

Natural Characteristics: Heavy figure, wavy fuzzy grain, burls, occasional pin knots. 

Our Spec: Color and grain matched center panel, can expect straight and interlocked grain 
within the product, significant figure variation is to be expected.

Natural Characteristics: Sap, mineral, pitch pockets, thin dark gum streaks, knots, cracks, 
wide variety of defects, no rot or shake.

Our Spec: No color or grain match, and defects are unlimited, unlimited cracks allowed, 
open knots will not exceed 1” in diameter.

Tear out is not considered a defect due to the nature of specie.

Wood Characteristics Reference

Hickory

Color: Distinct difference from heartwood medium brownish to sapwood yellowish white.

Our Spec: Color and grain matched to have variation in Heart/Sap, all heart and all sap are 
available through select or super select options depending on application.

“Super Select” is necessary in projects when all white or all brown is specified.

Can be difficult to source at times.
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Wood Characteristics Reference

Hickory, Knotty

Color: Distinct difference from heartwood medium brownish to sapwood yellowish 
white, knots and cracks along with mineral and ingrown bark.

Natural Characteristics: Same as Hickory, plus more character knots, cracks, and color 
variations.

Our Spec: All sound knots allowable.

Within the knot itself, voids cannot go all the way through the product.

No color or grain matching. No large open cracks; small cracks allowable near knots.

Backside of product may be filled with epoxy to fill void.

Unlimited mineral sap allowed.

Hickory, Rustic

Color: Distinct difference from heartwood medium brownish to sapwood yellowish white.

Natural Characteristics: Same as Hickory, plus more character knots, cracks, and color 
variations, anything goes. See our specs below. 
Our Spec: No color or defect specs, any color grade and defect is allowable. 

Unlimited cracks allowed, open knots will not exceed 1” in diameter.

Tear out is not considered a defect due to the nature of the specie.

Mahogany (Genuine)

Color: Reddish brown to brown. Can vary a fair amount within color range. Occasional pale 
pinky brown. 

Natural Characteristics: Grain can be straight, wavy, and occasionally interlocked. Very 
durable specie against decay. Color and grain matched center panel within the natural color 
range. Fryburg’s Door Spec: Color and grain matched center panel within the natural color 
range.
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Wood Characteristics Reference

Mahogany, African

Maple, Hard

Color: Sapwood is creamy white to off white, can have slight reddish brown tinge. Heartwood 
tan to mousey brown grey occasionally streaked with dark minerals. 

Color: Reddish brown to pale pinkish brown. Can be streaky color. 

Natural Characteristics: Straight grained, burls, wavy flame grain, splotchy, tiger, curl.

Our Spec: Color and grain matched center panel. Possible to see all of the natural 
characteristics consistent with this specie.

Natural Characteristics: Ribbon stripe, occasional wavy grain and burls. Not as durable as 
Genuine Mahogany. Orange/brown deposits occasionally present in end grain. Fryburg’s 
Door Spec: Color and grain matched center panel within the natural color range.

Maple, Hard, Paint

Color: From creamy white to dark brown and everything between.

Natural Characteristics: Straight grained, burls, wavy flame grain, splotchy, tiger, curl 
heartwood characteristics will be more prominent, blackish streaks and spots, has no color 
spec.

Our Spec: Paint grades are not color and grain matched and will have significant color 
variation. 
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Wood Characteristics Reference

Maple, Soft

Color: Sapwood is creamy to greyish white, heartwood can be brown to greenish brown with 
mineral.

Natural Characteristics: Mineral streaks, curl, tiger, fuzziness, wavy grain, flecking.

Our Spec: Color and grain matched center panels. Some dark spots can persist, but dark 
brown is not permissible. Natural characteristics are not considered defects on the flat or 
within machined profiles.

Maple, Soft, Brown

Oak, Red

Color: Sapwood is pale white; heartwood varies from a light pink to wheat. 

Color: Ranges from creamy white to dark brown and everything in between. There is no 
color spec on brown soft maple.

Natural Characteristics: Mineral streaks, curl, tiger, fuzziness, wavy grain, flecking.

Our Spec: No color and grain matching and there is no color spec. Natural characteristics are 
not considered defects on the flat or within machined profiles. 

Natural Characteristics: Sap, mineral and pin knots, burls, pronounced grain and open pored.

Our Spec: Panels are color and grain matched. No sap or mineral in face, possible small pin 
knots acceptable and occasional sap and mineral within profiles. 
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Wood Characteristics Reference

Oak, Red, Quarter Sawn

Oak, Red, Rift Sawn

Color: Sapwood is pale white; heartwood varies from a light pink to wheat. Has extremely 
tight straight grain and some fleck. Will naturally have more color variation than Red Oak, 
due to the sawing process. Looking at the boards end, wood rays will be approximately 30-60 
degrees. 

Color: Sapwood is pale white; heartwood varies from a light pink to wheat. Has a tight 
straight grain and fleck. Will naturally have more color variation than Red Oak, due to the 
sawing process. Looking at boards end, the wood rays will be approximately 60-90 degrees. 

Natural Characteristics: Sap, mineral and pin knots, pronounced straight grain, some color 
variation.

Our Spec: A color range of pale white to light pink and wheat. Will be color and grain 
matched as best as possible due to the nature of the specie, some variation is to be expected.

Natural Characteristics: Sap, mineral and pin knots, fleck, fleck can splinter when profiled, 
some color variation. 

Our Spec: A color range of light pink to wheat, may include brownish greys due to quartering 
process. Some light mineral streaks may be present.

Oak, Red, Sap and Mineral

Color: Will have a wide range of color; including above color definitions. Not sourced 
specifically, a developed product from our Red Oak and Appalachian Red Oak lumber that 
we sorted back for sap & mineral.

Natural Characteristics: Sap, mineral and pin knots, burls, pronounced grain and open pored.

Our Spec: No color or grain match, color is not a defect and there are no limitations on the 
amount of sap and mineral. 
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Wood Characteristics Reference

Oak, White

Color: Light tan to brown heartwood, and creamy white to grey sapwood. Very subtle 
sapwood to heartwood contrast, with some mineral.

Natural Characteristics: Very tight grain, due to being slow growth tree. 

Our Spec: Color and grain matched center panel. Possible pin knots acceptable and 
occasional sap and mineral. 

Oak, White, Quarter Sawn

Color: Light tan to brown heartwood, and creamy white to grey sapwood. Some color 
variation can be expected, typically dark grey to brown in color. Looking at boards end, the 
wood rays will be approximately 60-90 degrees.

Natural Characteristics: Color variation, straight grain, pin knots, flake, flame grain.

Our Spec: Minimal color sorting due to the nature of the specie, product will have color 
variation. Straight grain and flake are most prevalent. Possible small pin knots acceptable and 
occasional sap and mineral.

Oak, White, Quarter Sawn, Knotty

Color: Light tan to brown heartwood, and creamy white to grey sapwood. Some color 
variation can be expected, typically dark grey to brown in color. Looking at boards end, the 
wood rays will be approximately 60-90 degrees. 

Natural Characteristics: Same as Quarter Sawn White Oak, plus more character knots, 
cracks, and color variations.

Our Spec: All sound knots allowable.

Within the knot itself, voids cannot go all the way through the product.

No color or grain matching. No large open cracks; small cracks allowable near knots.  

Unlimited mineral sap allowed.
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Wood Characteristics Reference

Oak, White, Rift Sawn

Color: Light tan to brown heartwood, and creamy white to grey sapwood. Some color 
variation can be expected, typically dark grey to brown in color. Looking at the boards end, 
wood rays will be approximately 30-60 degrees. 

Natural Characteristics: Color variation, straight grain, pin knots, flake.

Our Spec: Minimal color sorting due to the nature of the specie, product will have color 
variation. Straight grained, possible small pin knots acceptable and occasional sap and 
mineral. 

Poplar 

Color: White to yellowish sapwood; straw-brown to greenish heartwood sometimes streaked 
with purple and black.

Natural Characteristics: light in weight, color range includes white, yellow, green, purple and 
black. Can have wide grain patterns and burls. 

Our Spec: Important to specify finish/paint application for a clear expectation of color, 
minimal black and purple. Stain applications will receive a color and grain matched center 
panel, with occasional burls.

Walnut

Color: Mullet Cabinet buys steamed walnut. Sapwood is a yellowish tan, heartwood ranges 
from light brown to a dark chocolate brown. Walnut often has a purple cast and darker 
streaks.

Natural Characteristics: pin knots, sap, mineral, tight burls, wavy grain.

Our Spec: Color & grain matched center panel, No sap in face, tight pin knots acceptable. 
Possible to see occasional flame grain. 
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Walnut, Knotty

Color: Mullet Cabinet buys steamed walnut. Sapwood is a yellowish tan, heartwood ranges 
from light brown to a dark chocolate brown. Walnut often has a purple cast and darker 
streaks.

Natural Characteristics: Same as Walnut, plus more character knots, cracks, and color 
variations.

Our Spec: All sound knots allowable.

Within the knot itself, voids cannot go all the way through the product.

No color or grain matching. No large open cracks; small cracks allowable near knots.

Backside of product may be filled with epoxy to fill void. Unlimited mineral sap allowed.

Wood Characteristics Reference
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